commute, then there always exists a point x such that x f(z) g'(x) for some positive integer n, under the additional assumption that f has a continuous derivative. In this paper we first give some results in this direction. Then we define a property P1 and show that under this condition, two commuting continuous functions must have a unique common fixed point.
We begin with some preliminaries. The orbit of z under g i.e. the set {gk(x) k _> 0}) and its closure are denoted by O(g,z) and O(g,z), respectively. The set of cluster points of O(g,z) is denoted by w(g,z If f and g have no common periodic points, then for any two positive integers rn and n the set A,, {" f"()= ()} ==o=ta.
PROOF. First we show that A,,,n is not empty. If for some rn and n, A,,n is empty, the continuity of f and g permits us to assume without loss of generality, that ff'(z) < g'(x) (2.1)
for all x E I. Since gin(l) < 1, the set S {x E I'g"(x) < x} is not empty. Thus, since S is closed, it has a minimum element c. Clearly, c g'(c). Hence f'(c) f"(g"(c)) g"(f'(c)), so that f"(c) q. S. Consequently f'(c) > c g'(c). Since f"(c) >_ g,"(c) contradicts (2.1), the assertion that A,,,,, is empty is false. Now suppose that z A .. h(fql, f q) _< a-max{h(gq gq ), h(gqa f q ), h(gq, f qz ), h(gq, f q ), h(fq gq implying h(q,q.) <_ a. max{h(q,q),h(q,q),h(q,q),h(q,q)}, a. max{h(q,,q2), h(q,ql)}.
In a similar manner we may show h(q2, ql) < a.max{h(q,q_), h(q,q)}, hence we shall have max{h(q,q2), h(q:,q)} < a.max{h(qi,q2), h(q2, q)}. PROOF. From inequality (2.4) it follows that for each z E F(f) with z 9(z), we have h(gz, z) < h(9z, gz). This implies that F(f) cannot contain any periodic point of 9 with period greater than 1. Let A be a nonempty closed 9-invariant subset of F(f), then it should contain a minimal set B. If this minimal set is finite, f and 9 have a common fixed point. Otherwise, B is a perfect set with g(B) B. Since for ech x .B , h(gx, x) < h(gx, gx), the functions and cannot attain their maximum or minimum on B.
:LEMMA 2. (i) either P(f) P(g) , ( ii} or there is a perfect set Aa C_ (AflR(g)flP(f)).
PROOF. Take Xo A. For every positive integer n, g"(xo) A. Thus O(g, xo) C A implying w(g, xo) C_ A. Clearly w(g, zo) is nonempty and is invariant under g. Thus it contains a minimal g-invariant subset A. Obviously A C_ (Af'lR(g)). If A1 is a finite set, then it is the orbit of a periodic point of g, implying 1 (P(g)fqA) C_ p(.f)fp(g). Otherwise A is a perfect set contained in A f'l R(g). REMARK 2.2. As in the proof of Theorem 2.5, if f and g have no common periodic point then there exits a perfect set A1 contained in A Iq R(g) f'l P(f). Since f and g do not have common periodic points and, for a continuous function on a compact interval P(f) P(g) see Coven and Hedlund [5] ), we have A C_ A f'lR(g) Af'IP(g)= A[P(g) \ P(g)]. From this it follows that if P(g) \ P(g) does not contain a perfect set, then f and g must have a common periodic point.
In particular, for two commuting continuous functions if either of P(g) \ P(g) or P(y) \ P(f) do not contain a perfect set, then f and g must have a common periodic point.
Consider the following ordering of positive integers: 1,2,4,8,. ,7-8, 5-8, 3-8,...,7-4,5-4,3-4,...,7-2,5-2,3-2,..., 7,5,3. A.N. Sarkowskii has proven that if rn is to the left of n in the above ordering and f has a periodic point of period n, then f must have a periodic point of period m (see Stefan [6] ). Let P,(f) {x E [0,1] f"(x) x}. The Sarkovskii's theorem immediately implies that if Pl(f) P2(f), then Pl(f) P,,(f) for every n > 1. Suppose f and g are two commuting continuous selfmaps of the unit interval which do not have a common periodic point. We claim that f and g should have periodic points of all even orders. To see this, on the contrary suppose that n 2 k-r(r odd,k _> 1) and f has no periodic point of order n. By Sarkowskii's theorem P2.r(f) Pr(f) implying Pl(f) P2(f), hence Pn(ff Pl(ff for any n > 1. Thus we have P(f) (J'=l P,,(ff) P,(f) which implies P(f) \ P(ff) }. Since g commutes with f, it also commutes with ft. Thus g and ff should have a common periodic point which is also a common periodic point of f and g. We may interchange the roles of f and g. This implies that either f and g have a common periodic point or both have a rich orbit structure. By a rich orbit structure we mean that they have a homoclinic point and positive topological entropy see Block [7] (i) either P(f)f'l P(g) , ( ii) or both f and g have periodic points of all even orders.
